NEW IHMSA WORLD RECORD!

Forward By Daniel Hagerty
Story by Joe Cullison

On February 8 2015, At Josephine County Sportsman Association in Grants Pass, Oregon (Home of The West Coast Championships), Joe Cullison Set a New Smallbore 40 round 4-gun Aggregate of 155x160. Along with tying the 3-gun Aggregate of 155x160, Set a New Smallbore 40 round 4-Championships), Joe Cullison (Home of The West Coast association in Grants Pass, Oregon) in Josephine County Sportsman Association.

The match report!

The final gun of the day will be Small Bore Unlimited. I'm thinking that the Production gun was on and maybe I should shoot it for Unlimited. Nope, the Unlimited gun rode all the way to the match and never complained once. It deserves a chance. After going clean through the turkeys, I blow just over the first ram. Down 2 clicks and then clean the rest for a 39.

Not too bad a 36 Standing, a 3-gun 116 and a 4-gun 155. At this point I think the record for 3-gun is 116 so I may have a tie. I'm not sure what the 4-gun record is so I'll have to find out. On the way home I Call Paul Habig, one of the best Small Bore shooters in the world. Paul tells me the old record for 4-gun is a 153. Maybe I do have a record? When I get home I email Rich Hawkins who was the Small Bore records program director. Rich confirmed what Paul had Said. The 153 was shot by Steve Hannawacker way back in 1992 and was tied by Lon Pennington in 2008.

It was a good day at the range, I got to shoot with my friends.

Highlights for this issue

This issue is what I call the Catchup issue! Match reports are updated as far back as May 2014. If it is not in this issue, We have not Received The match report!

On Page 5, There is a Ballot for voting for the New IHMSA president. Please, Send your vote in!

Also, we are still looking for a new IHMSA Secretary/Treasurer. A nomination form is also on Page 5. This is a position that needs to be Filled As soon as Possible.

On page 8, The Editors comments are posted. This has some good info to read.

And last,

SPRING IS ALMOST HERE! Let’s get ready to shoot some Silhouettes!
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I need to make a correction from my last report, as Dell Taylor let me know; all ballots must be mailed to him because our bylaws state that they must be mailed not sent electronically. So please everyone vote and mail your ballots to Dell, remember you have until May 1, 2015.

Not much to report this month, Ken and I are more than ready for spring! This winter has been a long cold one for us. We are especially looking forward to this year’s IHMSA Internationals that are being held at the LASC Range. Jerry Ray and Joe Cullison are preparing everything and they are right on schedule.

You will find a list of hotels that are available and close to the range in this IHMSA News. We will be holding the Annual Delegates and IHMSA Board meetings along with the banquet at the range so we are not choosing to have a hotel listed as headquarters this year. All the daily postings and the final match winners will be listed and posted at the LASC Range.

I also want to pass on some information on the surrounding area for visitors to Pasadena, CA, which is the closest city to LASC. They have a Pasadena Convention and Visitors Bureau which has self-guiding tours. They are located 300 E. Green Street, Pasadena, CA; their phone number is 626.795.9311 or toll free at 1.800.307.7977.

If you have any questions, or concerns, please do not hesitate to email or call me, I am still the IHMSA President until the end of July. Until next time, shoot often and safely.

IHMSA News Editor contact info:
Daniel Hagerty
971 Mochos Street, Livermore, Ca 94550
Phone: 925-321-8407
Email: ihmsaeditor@bleedinedge.com

Now taking orders for the New Single Shot Model 2008

Freedom Arms, Inc.
Bear Track Cases
234 West Mary
Freeport, TX 77541
Phone: (979) 229-8646
Fax: (979) 229-8600
www.freedomarms.com
www.beartrackcases.com
freedom@freedomarms.com
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Wildcat Corner

By Tom Acheson

The snow and ice appears to be on the way out so it’s time to get out shooting again! In preparation for that I’ve been out in my “garage foundry” casting up bullets for the fun ahead. Of the two tasks needed for bullet making, casting and sizing/lubricating, the casting step is probably the most time consuming. Plus it must be done either outdoors or in a well ventilated location so ambient weather conditions will dictate when you can do your casting.

Along those same lines, there is a gun show here in the Twin Cities every March. It is the largest gun show in the area and has a good attendance level. Being a member of the CBA (Cast Bullet Assn.), match director at our club and Region 5 Director for the CBA, I’ve been hosting a CBA table at this show since 2005. Our early show efforts focused on the CBA benchrest game, with example rifles of each gun category (class), etc. We eventually discovered that this topic was not of high interest to visitors to our table. So we switched gears and focused instead on bullet casting and showing how it can reduce the cost to shoot and increase the fun of shooting.

On our table we have a cartridge board with examples of the many rounds people use in the CBA matches. We include several of the paper targets seen at our matches. A small Lee 5-pound pot and a ladle, some bullet moulds and two piles of bullets, some plain base and some with gas checks, are the “equipment” items we display.

Subjects often discussed with the visitors to the table were:

- At what velocity do you need to consider using a gas check?
- How do you attach a gas check?
- What casting equipment is needed? What does it cost?
- What alloys are used? Where do you get them? What do they cost?
- Do people actually use CB’s in rifles? What is the maximum velocity that can be used?

I had copies of our local match schedule available but not very many were given out, due to a higher interest level being elsewhere, not formal matches.

We found one area long ago to avoid…do not talk about our own individual accomplishments. That can be seen as bragging and newbies just don’t care about you or what a great shot you are!

What draws the most attention? The pile of Fouling Shots (the CBA bi-monthly publication) on the table. The longer they stand there and pick up a copy to look at, the more you can see interest forming on their face. Anyone who signed up with the CBA was given 2 copies of the Fouling Shot. Those showing a more than casual interest were given a magazine copy and a CBA application. We had (21) CBA membership applications available and handed all of them out. We did sign-up three new members and renewed two existing members. So (16) applications are floating around somewhere.

The side benefit to us behind the table, besides talking about our hobby to strangers, is the chance to say hi to friends visiting the show who we haven’t seen for a while, talk guns and moulds among ourselves and debate long held cherished bullet making “theories”.

So why the discussion here about the CBA? This could easily have been an IHMSA sponsored table. Replace the paper targets with some example steel silhouettes. Replace the equipment items with a few example handguns. Replace the Fouling Shots with copies of the IHMSA News. Keep copies of the local match schedule available. Have copies of IHMSA membership applications handy. Have some photos from matches but focus on simple production type guns. Avoid the exotic overly priced bizarre looking creations. These can be seen as examples of an equipment race and form the new person’s (incorrect) impression that says I’ll never be able to beat that gun!

The one thing that we can’t do at a gun show is first hand demonstrate how much fun the shooting games can be. That is an individual task. Bring a kid, family member, relative, neighbor, co-worker, etc. out with you. Bring lots of ammo and be ready to coach and not shoot so much yourself that day. I’ve had days when I had as much fun spotting for someone as doing the shooting.

After hosting an annual Free First Time Shooter’s spring clinic for 25-consecutive years, we are taking a different approach this year (2015). Instead we will try having coaches on hand and make individual specific efforts to find someone to bring to a match with us. We might return to the clinic approach in 2016 but first we’ll give this alternate approach a try. We’ll let you know…..
Installment Plan Life Memberships

The Installment Plan for Life Membership allows you to purchase a Life Membership by making four monthly payments of $120.00 each (total of $480.00), or in the case of a spouse two $50.00 each (total of $100.00). When your last payment is received, Headquarters will send you your Life membership card, certificate, and pin.

If you’re in the middle of your current membership, you can purchase a Life Membership now and apply the unused portion of your current membership. Call IHMSA/Headquarters at (901) 720-5420 to find out how much credit you’ll receive for your current membership.

Life Membership is a great way to enjoy IHMSA for years without the hassle of paying yearly dues and show your support of IHMSA at the same time — order yours today!!!

Rules Addendum

Class Description: All 3 classes are to be shot from any SAFE freestyle position including prone, kneeling, sitting, or standing.

The Practical Hunter Long Course will be shot on the 200 meter Big Bore range with the standard full size targets at their normal ranges.

The Practical Hunter Short Course will be shot on the 100 meter Field Pistol range with the standard targets at their normal ranges, using standard field pistol cartridges only.

The Practical Hunter 22LR Course will be shot on the 100 yard 22LR range with the standard Small Bore targets at their normal ranges.

Class Rules: Any hunting style handicap with

Practical Hunter

a maximum overall length of 21 inches.

• Optics are allowed up to a maximum of the power.

• Gun must be as manufactured with only cosmetic modifications.

• Ported barrels are allowed as long as they are shot from a safe position.

• A rear such as a bipod or a sandbag supporting the barrel in a prone position may be used by a new unclassified shooter and by shooters in classes A and AA.

Classification Scores:

A 0-15
AA 16-25
AAA 26-38
INT 39-46
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~NOTICE~ Please keep your 2013 rulebook for the 2014 season. You will receive an addendum with your membership renewal

Notice

The IHMSA Board of Directors have voted to allow the printing of NRA match results in the IHMSA News, providing they are submitted by a club that is running dual IHMSA/NRA sanctioned events.

These results must be submitted by the established deadline presented in the previous edition of the IHMSA News, with the Dual Sanction Match Write-up and will be listed at the end of the IHMSA Match report. No NRA reports will be printed without IHMSA reports/accomplishments accompanying them. Please send all Match Reports to IHMSA, Inc., P.O. Box 22356, Cheyenne, WY. 82003 Phone – 801-733-8423, FAX – 801-733-8424

Sanction Fee Notice

Please make every attempt to send in your Sanction Fees promptly so the Sanction Fees help pay for the printing of the Match Results.

If there is a change that does not meet sanction fees for a match held, we understand club officers are busy, so we just send a gentle reminder. Still failing to receive the fees, a second notice is forthcoming.

A first notice if fees are still delinquent. After the final notice, the match dates will be delayed from the match schedule and the club’s sanction will be withdrawn until the fees are received.

U.S. Residents IHMSA Membership Application

Basic IHMSA membership is $50.00 per year. Included with your basic membership is a membership/classification card, air card insert if requested and a copy of the IHMSA rule book, and window sticker and target templates for new members. Existing members may purchase templates or stickers for small additional cost. Family memberships for three or an additional child, are $10.00 per person per year, and only include the IHMSA membership/classification card. IHMSA News is available electronically at www.ihmsa.org. First class postage of IHMSA News is an additional $10.00. Membership悬 to will be mailed first class. Please allow two to three weeks for processing.

Please print clearly.

Last Name: __________________________
First Name: _________________________
Street Address: _____________________
City: ____________________________
State/Province: _____________________ Zip: __________
Phone: ____________________________
E-mail Address: _____________________
Date of Birth: ____________ (Required for Child)
Date of Birth: ____________ (Required for Child)

Submit to:

IHMSA, Inc.
P.O. Box 22356
Cheyenne, WY. 82003

Please print clearly:

Last Name: __________________________
First Name: _________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________
State/Province: _____________________ Zip: __________
Phone: ____________________________
E-mail Address: _____________________
Date of Birth: ____________ (Required for Child)

Submit to:

IHMSA, Inc.
P.O. Box 22356
Cheyenne, WY. 82003

Please make check out to:

IHMSA News (ISSN 0300-6154) is published by International Handgun Makers & Shooters Association 4356 Angell Field Dr South Jordan, UT 84092-7716 Monthly except bi-monthly in Jan/Feb and Jul/Aug at $20.00 per year. Periodical postage paid at Riverton, UT and additional mailing offices.

POSTMASTER Send address changes to IHMSA NEWS, P.O. Box 22356, Cheyenne, WY 82003

NON-U.S. RESIDENTS IHMSA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Basic IHMSA membership is $50.00 (US) per year. Included with your basic membership is a membership/classification card, a subscription to the IHMSA News, a copy of the IHMSA rule book, and a set of target templates and window sticker to new members. For an additional fee (see last two items) are available for purchase in addition to your membership fees. Family memberships for your spouse or children under 18, are $10.00 per person per year and only include the IHMSA membership/classification card. Membership Kits will be mailed first class. Please allow 3-4 weeks for processing. All prices reflect a cash discount pricing. C.C. is subject to additional fee. Postage rates for delivery of the IHMSA News outside the U.S. (except Canada and bulk delivery to the Bronx and New Zealand Directory) are:

(Choose one) AirFirst Class - $55.95* Surface Rates - $16.95*

(*Choose one) AirFirst Class for Canada - $15.95 Standard Delivery - $5.95*

Make all payments payable to: IHMSA, Inc. (Membership & postage must be made in U.S. funds)

Please print clearly, your delivery is depending on it:

If this is a renewal please fill in your IHMSA Number:

Last Name: __________________________
First Name: _________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________
State/Province: _____________________ Zip: __________
Phone: ____________________________
E-mail Address: _____________________
Date of Birth: ____________ (Required for Child)

Submit to:

IHMSA, Inc.
P.O. Box 22356
Cheyenne, WY. 82003

Please print clearly:

Last Name: __________________________
First Name: _________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________
State/Province: _____________________ Zip: __________
Phone: ____________________________
E-mail Address: _____________________
Date of Birth: ____________ (Required for Child)

Submit to:

IHMSA, Inc.
P.O. Box 22356
Cheyenne, WY. 82003

Please make check out to:

IHMSA News (ISSN 0300-6154) is published by International Handgun Makers & Shooters Association. 4356 Angell Field Dr. South Jordan, UT 84092-7716. Monthly except bi-monthly in Jan/Feb and Jul/Aug at $20.00 per year. Periodical postage paid at Riverton, UT and additional mailing offices.

POSTMASTER Send address changes to IHMSA NEWS, P.O. Box 22356, Cheyenne, WY 82003.
Ballot for Election of IHMSA President

The following candidates have completed the necessary form and attained the two required signatures of active IHMSA Members to be considered for the position of IHMSA President. Please mark an "X" next to the name of the person you choose to become the next IHMSA President. All ballots must be returned to Dell Taylor, Region #6 Director and IHMSA Board Evaluations Committee.

All ballots must be received by Dell Taylor by May 1, 2015 to be considered as a vote.

Steve Martens

Cindy Smith

Return this ballot with your name, IHMSA # and signature to Dell Taylor at:
8899 Midvalley Drive
West Jordan, UT 84088

Note: Dell does not have an email address so all ballots must be sent to him by USPS address that is noted above.

(PLEASE PRINT ALL DATA ENTERED EXCEPT YOUR SIGNATURE)

Name of IHMSA Member ______________________________

IHMSA # __________________________

Signature ________________________________

Nomination for the office of Secretary/Treasurer of IHMSA, Inc.

I, ____________________________, hereby declare my intention to stand as a candidate for the election of the office of Secretary/Treasurer of IHMSA, Inc. I hereby endorse that my name be placed in nominations for said office, and attest to being a member in good standing of the IHMSA, Inc.

Signed: ____________________________

Name of IHMSA Member: ________________________________

IHMSA #: ____________________________

Signature _________________________________________

The bylaws of IHMSA, Inc. require nominations for this office be submitted on this form or a facsimile thereof to the nominations officer, Dell Taylor, 8899 Midvalley Drive, West Jordan, UT 84088. The Nominations Officer must receive nominations no later than the 1st of March 2015.
The resurgence in interest in the .380 is something I find amusing. To be sure, the .380 is one of our most enduring cartridges, surviving the birth and death of other designs since it was first introduced by John Browning way back in 1900. While I was one of the cartridge for many years before I started shooting handguns, by the time I started throwing lead downrange from short barrels, the .380 was being condemned as inadequate compared to more robust cartridges.

I've never owned anything chambered for the .380 and so I've failed, perhaps unfairly, to see what it was not very satisfying, mostly due to the gun I used on my frequent trips to Florida to visit my mother-in-law, the two of us often spent time at any of several local shooting ranges. Even pre-9/11, traveling on a plane with handgun and other aspects of the anti-terrorism drive were a constant topic in the press that were unavailable for any price I was willing to pay. So, for the .380, I have more or less apologized for my .380 fodder and more or less apologized for having insulted his choice of firearm purchase. As I understand it, American Derringer will be producing "new" .380s but they are pricey as well.

Media hype on backup guns (and firearms in general) is ever changing. You would think someone would get embarrassed after insisting that some gun or ammo is a must have, later to downplay it and then when the winds change to praise it again. While this is perhaps the result of "good business" catering to advertisers and their revenue stream, you would think integrity would play a larger role in the degree of enthusiasm in the writing.

No matter how hard I try to keep my loading bench organized, it always seems there are more grennails trying to make havoc of it. My reloading bench is one of the working tables (not counting the generous space provided by the table portion of my radial arm saw). One of the other two tables is more or less devoted to machines such as drills, a bench grinder and a table-mounted router. The other table is a general work area, interconnected only by a vice at one corner. You would think with all this area, that my single-use reloading table would stay pretty neat. Well, it only does so if I work very hard at it.

One of the biggest culprits is the constant flow of UPS boxes that I usually plop on the table when I'm just peaking at the contents I ordered and deciding to put the stuff away at a later time. Each box is nothing, but cumulatively, they create a problem. Maybe I should just stop ordering so much. (Between a Wednesday when I wrote the immediately previous line and Saturday, as I write this, another two UPS boxes were added to the pile.) Another culprit is the stuff I "temporarily" place there. I get home from the range just in time for another event. While it is my habit of putting things where they belong after a range trip, it does not get done, if the event takes priority. With the best intentions of tidying things later in the day or early evening, it doesn't always get done.

While tidying is a singular event, clutter is cumulative. It doesn't take long for a single innocuous excess to become clutter. Thank goodness for long Winter spells that give plenty of time for getting things orderly when my head isn't in a feedback while lounging on the couch. One thing for sure is that my neatest reloading bench is always before I begin a long reloading binge. If for no other reason than safety, a pristine bench is always before I begin a long reloading binge. I don't have to be concerned with it getting in the way of anything else I am doing. When I first got involved with IHMSA, the attraction for me was Big Bore. Having read as much as I could about things back in the Elgin Gates era, Big Bore seemed tre-cool. When I first joined Falls Township Rifle and Pistol Association (FTRPA) and discovered that they shot IHMSA matches there, Big Bore was the lure. Over the years, Big Bore has been declining at FTRPA, mostly to Small Bore and Air Pistol. In the 1990s, I had to get to a match super early to get a Big Bore relay, sometimes missing an opportunity by not getting there early enough with all the time slots already being filled. Now, there are plenty of opening even if I get there later.

This is only what happens at FTRPA and I can only guess what's happening at other ranges around the country. I'm sure some of them still have heavy Big Bore contingents while others do not. Nevertheless, while Big Bore seems to be the flagship image of IHMSA, just as with stock splits, there is much more opportunity and potential interest in the other IHMSA disciplines. To be sure, there are many more ranges, especially here in the East, that have limits of 100 yards on their Big Bore. For Big Bore, they are out of the loop, but those ranges could easily have the other IHMSA events. Perhaps we can take note of the success of the securities industry and apply the same concept to IHMSA by emphasizing Small Bore, Field Pistol and Air Pistol where there are many more shooters than have availability of 200+ meters yards ranges.

Now those of you who live in the vast sprawl of the country where the length of your range is not an issue, Big Bore may be king and it can stay that way. However, I speculate that some shooting venues have not even considered IHMSA matches because they think having a range that can accommodate Big Bore is a pre-requisite. Just a thought.

I was happy to note in the November/December issue that the primary way IHMSA News will be available going forward is through our website hence saving on printing and mailing costs. This is something that I advocated several times in this column over the years. When the first "beta" issues were published, they weren't so good but kudos to whomever made them right. Now they are great.

In addition to cost savings, getting all issues for me is a plus. Somewhere between the publishers of reading materials related to the shooting sports and my mailbox, there are some issues that never, for whatever reason, reach my mailbox. In the 1990s, I had to get to a match super early to get a Big Bore relay, sometimes missing an opportunity by not getting there early enough with all the time slots already being filled. Now, there are plenty of openings and I don't have to be concerned with it getting "lost."
LEFT THE RANGE

John Adams, IHMSA# 4

On Saturday, November 15 2014, Johnny Adams (John’s son) sent out this message to John’s friends and acquaintances in the shooting community: “I have to inform everyone of the sad news that my father, John Adams, died unexpectedly this Saturday Morning. He has been battling cancer for a number of years and has finally succumbed to the disease. He has asked me to include this photo of him and asked that his friends remember him in this way.”

John was one of the original 12 founders of IHMSA and the first President of IHMSA. With his support in the early years, the sport of Handgun Metallic Silhouette has become what it is today. A story passed on to me was that he would take the first set of targets to different places around the United States and set them up and hold a match to promote the sport.

Later, John helped Elgin Gates in the promotion and expansion of IHMSA. John also was an Avid supporter of all the shooting sports and was always willing to help out any way he could. He was also an Avid Benchrest shooter.

John is also one of founders of the Angeles shooting range, which later became the Los Angeles Silhouette club (LASC) which will be Hosting the 2015 IHMSA World championships. This Range is also where the First IHMSA Sanctioned Match and the First IHMSA Internationals were held.

Many years ago, John was involved as owner of the SAECO company that made presses and other reloading equipment which was later merged with Redding Corp. Many of the reload-
NOTES FROM THE EDITOR:

First and foremost, I must apologize that the Jan/Feb issue has not been fully mailed out. I am working on this right now with the post office to get approved for Bulk mailing privileges.

As some may know, we no longer have a printing company that used to do the formatting, printing and mailing of the IHMSA news. This is now going to be done by yours truly (your editor). The first thing you will notice is that it will No longer be a newspaper and will look more like a newsletter.

We are also trying to go to a full electronic edition such as the NRA uses. This is a HUGE cost savings for the organization. Here is a few calculations for you:

1. With the old printing company, we were being charged $2,200.00+ per issue. This is an estimate based on information passed on to me.
2. With me doing the work, I have estimated that the cost per issue will be around $1,200-1,500.00 per issue. This is already a cost savings of around 40%.
3. With Going to electronic editions, with only a few copies being mailed, it should be around $600.00 per issue.

As you can see, this is a huge cost savings to go to electronic editions. The other advantage is you will get the IHMSA news sooner. I checked it with myself and this was my experience that my Paper copy normally would not arrive 2-3 weeks after it was posted on the IHMSA website.

First, The IHMSA news will always be available at the IHMSA website (www.ihmsa.org) you can also get older editions at the website.

The following is for Region, State and Match Directors:

First, I have finished updating the 2015 IHMSA match schedule listing, BUT I am missing a lot of Match schedules. Please get your 2015 match schedules to me so I can get the completed match schedule out.

Second, for match reports. If you can, send me your Match results in electronic form, Preferably in Microsoft word format, this would be a huge time saver for me and HQ. I can process almost any type of electronic format, but word is the best. If you mail a paper copy to HQ, this takes time and after it is received, it has to be forwarded to me anyway. Sending them electronically to me almost guarantees that I can get your results printed in the next issue. BUT, Make sure to send your Match Reports and sanction fee’s to HQ!

Third, I am trying to make electronic copies of all the forms for your use. Hopefully to make you’re Job, HQ and my Job easier. These will either be Word templates or Fillable PDF files such as the IRS uses.

And last, for the curious, I create the IHMSA news using Microsoft Publisher 2013. This is directly compatible with all Microsoft office products.

And, to end….. Spring is almost here! Go out and have some fun!

IHMSA NEWS-SECTION B

MARKSMANSHIP COMPETITIONS

The Burriss cup:
Scoped .22 Long rifle caliber Handguns only. Your best 5-shot group at 100 yards or meters. Guns may be bench rested over any solid rest as long as the gun is not in a ransom rest, vise or any other mechanical clamping device. Lying on your back in a freestyle position and piling sandbags by your body for support is legal. This will allow scoped guns setup for Creedmoor to better compete.

The Weaver Trophy:
Scoped centerfire handguns. Your best 5-shot group at 100 yards or meters. Groups must be fired from an IHMSA legal position. No benchrest or artificial support allowed.

The Merit Challenge:
Centerfire handguns with iron/open sights. Your best 5-shot group at 100 Yards or Meters. Groups must be fired from an IHMSA legal position. No benchrest or artificial support allowed.
.22 Records program

March 2015
By Dan Hagerty

First, Sorry. I do not yet have a 2014 recap to report. Now, even though I have only been doing the program for a month some great scores were set in February!

On Feb 8, 2015, at Grants Pass, OR, Joe Cullison set a new 4-gun aggregate of 155x160 and tied the 3-gun aggregate of 116x120 (P:40,R:40,U:39,S:36). A week later at LASC, Steve Hannawacker produces a 3-gun aggregate of 105x120!

I have included the world records as of Feb 27, 2015.

Please send your reports to:
Daniel Hagerty
971 Mocho Street
Livermore, CA 94550
Phone: 925-321-8407
Email: 22records@bleedinedge.com

2015 scores:

100 club
Joe Cullison, OR 116
Steve Hannawacker, CA 105
140 club
Joe Cullison, OR 155
Revolver 40x40
Joe Cullison 1

IHMSA .22 WORLD RECORDS
UPDATED AS OF FEB 27, 2015

.22 Scale Open Sight
February!

1/2 Scale UHS (Open Sight)
40-round match
Eric King, CA 1

1/2 Scale UAS (Any Sight)
40-round match

Jerry Ray, CA 2
Mike Abel, OR 2
Charlie Dean, OR 2
Richard Redd, OR 1
Eric King, CA 1

1/2 Scale Aggregates
40-round match (77, or better)
Eric King, CA 77 (08)

1/5 Scale UAS (Any Sight)
40-round match
David Silva, AZ 1
Richard Redd, OR 1

1/5 and 1/5 SIZE OPEN SIGHT CAREER PERFECT SCORES as of 3/11/15
1. Scott Mann 144 (3-60, 2-1/5)
2. Jim Harris 101 (2-60)
3. Richard Mishler 60 (1-80, 4-60, 1-P)
4. Ted Zysk 35 (1-80, 4-60, 1-P)
5. Eric King 29 (1-60) (1st 40x40 in 1983)
6. Dean Grua 23 (6-1/5, 1-1/5 80x80, 1-.22 Ultra)
7. Larry Harris 16 (1-60)
8. Harry Sharp 14 (4-60, 2-1/5 60x60)
9. Ken Light 14 (2-60)
10. Hulan Matthis 12 (3-60)
11. Bob Vaughan 12
12. Jerry Ray 10 (1-60)
13. Steve Martens 8 (1-80)
14. Todd Spotti 8
15. Ron Cottriel 7 (2-80)

1/60x60 3 Gun Aggregate
170x180 Lon Pennington, CO 6/2009
169x180 Lon Pennington, CO 6/2008

1/60x60 4 Gun Aggregate
229x240 Lon Pennington, CO 6/2009

1/60x60 Standing
51x60 Lon Pennington, CO 6/2009
50x60 Hal Simpkins, MD 2002
50x60 Joe Cullison, OR 6/2014

60x60 Unlimited Standing Any Sight
57x60 Bill Robinson, PA

60x60 Standing Aggregate

(New Category 2002)
102x120 Joe Cullison, OR 6/2014
101x120 Joe Cullison, OR 6/2010
100x120 Larry Hixson, OR 2004

80x80 3 Gun Aggregate
226x240 Lon Pennington, CO 2010
217x240 Rich Hawkins, IN 2010
216x240 John Weaver, TX 2008

80x80 4 Gun Aggregate
304x320 Lon Pennington, CO 2010
295x320 Rich Hawkins, IN 2010
294x320 JR Wyde, OK 1994

80x80 Standing
68
Jeff Hunt, MI 7/04

80x80 Unlimited Standing Any Sight
75
Jeff Hunt, MI 6/04

80x80 Standing Aggregate

(New Category 2002)
136x160 Lon Pennington, CO 2010
135x160 Jeff Hunt, MI 8/02

Revolver 40x40’s in one year
11 times Dale Kroetz, IL 1998

½ and 1/5 Scale Report

March 2015
By Jim Harris

We’re off and running for 2015, despite some really terrible wintery conditions in much of the USA.

Congratulations to Richard Redd of Oregon (and Texas), for being the first person of the year to post records in both ½ Scale and 1/5 Scale programs.

Special congratulations to Eric King for shooting the first perfect open sight score of the year in ½ Scale. This is Eric’s 29th perfect open sight score in his long shooting career. In his honor, as the longest-shooting ½ Scale participant currently active in the records program, I’d like to dedicate the career standings update in this issue.

The career perfect scores is an ongoing records tally of both NRA and IHMSA sanctioned match scores for ½ Size (1/2 Scale in IHMSA) and 1/5 Scale.

Send your notices to me at harrisgrp@earthlink.net, or my home address: 1567 Bridget Ave., Simi Valley, CA 93065. Or give me a call at (805) 581-0009.

1/2 Scale UHS (Open Sight)
40-round match
Eric King, CA 1

1/2 Scale UAS (Any Sight)
40-round match

Jerry Ray, CA 2
Mike Abel, OR 2
Charlie Dean, OR 2
Richard Redd, OR 1
Eric King, CA 1

1/2 Scale Aggregates
40-round match (77, or better)
Eric King, CA 77 (08)

1/5 Scale UAS (Any Sight)
40-round match
David Silva, AZ 1
Richard Redd, OR 1

1/5 and 1/5 SIZE OPEN SIGHT CAREER PERFECT SCORES as of 3/11/15
1. Scott Mann 144 (3-60, 2-1/5)
2. Jim Harris 101 (2-60)
3. Richard Mishler 60 (1-80, 4-60, 1-P)
4. Ted Zysk 35 (1-80, 4-60, 1-P)
5. Eric King 29 (1-60) (1st 40x40 in 1983)
6. Dean Grua 23 (6-1/5, 1-1/5 80x80, 1-.22 Ultra)
7. Larry Harris 16 (1-60)
8. Harry Sharp 14 (4-60, 2-1/5 60x60)
9. Ken Light 14 (2-60)
10. Hulan Matthis 12 (3-60)
11. Bob Vaughan 12
12. Jerry Ray 10 (1-60)
13. Steve Martens 8 (1-80)
14. Todd Spotti 8
15. Ron Cottriel 7 (2-80)

16. Steve Astier 7
17. Lon Pennington 6 (2-80, 2-60)
18. John Anderson 5 (1-60)
19. Gary Crews 5 (1-60)
20. Woody Liddell 4 (2-1/5)
21. James Ormiston 3 (1-80)
22. Norm Homiller 3 (1-NRA 1/5)
23. Marvin Tannahill 3
24. Steve Riddle 3
25. Michael Ormiston 3
26. Paul Habig 3 (2-1/5)
27. Thaddeus “TJ” Zysk 2 (1-80)
28. Bryan Cottriel 2
29. Jeff Fowler 2
30. Gary Bridges 2
31. Doug Standal 1 (1-80)
32. J. J. Barlett 1 (1-60)
33. John Glennon 1
34. George Adams 1
35. Keith Sinclair 1
36. Dell Taylor 1
37. Richard Rector 1
38. Randy Owen 1
39. Steve Soya 1
40. Dan Hagerty 1
41. Larry Clark 1
42. Doug Lash 1
43. Dennis Kautzer 1
44. Joe Cullison 1
45. Mike Abel 1
Big Bore Records Program (BBRP)
By
Joe Cullison

Time to start over with a fresh slate. A couple of scores are coming in from the early matches this year. Some ranges have not even begun to shoot yet but since the West coast had spring start in February the left coasters are out and shooting.

Steve Hannawacker (CA) started the year off with a bang. Steve Shot a S-32, P-40, R-40 and a U-39 to make a 3-gun total of 112 and a 4-gun 151.

Joe Cullison (OR) shot several matches to rack up a few scores. Joe shot a S-34, P-40, R-36 and a US-34 for a Standing agg of 68 and a 3-gun agg of 110. Joe also shot a S-29, P-40, R-40 and a US-35 for a 4-gun agg of 144.

State totals for 2015 are: OR-5, CA-3.

Please bring at least one friend or acquaintance to every match. Together, we can keep IHMSA growing.

Please forgive me if I have left anyone out or made any other errors. Send me the information and I will make it right as soon as I can. Thank you for your support of the BBRP.

Send entries to:
Joe Cullison, 28988 Berlin Road, Sweet Home, OR 97386 or to jecnjclejoe@aol.com. 541-317-8801 evenings

Thank you.

Standing 30+
Joe Cullison (OR) 34
Steve Hannawacker (CA) 32

Unlimited Standing 35+
Joe Cullison (OR) 35

Standing Agg 60+
Joe Cullison (OR) 68

2015 WEST COAST CHAMPIONSHIP
GRANTS PASS, OREGON
JUNE 16-20

We offer it all from Big Bore to AIR & Unlimited One-Fifth Scale. A 60 round match in scenic southwest Oregon.

Ride the Wild & Scenic Rogue River
Tour our wineries.
Enjoy fine dining & visit our new brew pubs.
New restaurants have opened this year!
Watch the Osprey dive for salmon on the Rogue.
Enjoy our museums and public artwork.
Shop in the Historic District.
Crater Lake is a “must see”.

This match is open to all IHMSA & NRA pistol silhouette shooters.

GREAT FOOD, COOL MATCH T-SHIRTS WITH A PROFESSIONALLY DONE LOGO, 15TH ANNIVERSARY PINS, & HOT COMPETITION!

IT DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER THAN THAT.

2015 SOUTHEASTERN IHMSA OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
September 3rd – 7th (Thurs. – Monday)
Start time Thurs. 10 a.m.,
Friday, Sat., Sun. & Mon. at 9:00 a.m.
Buccaneer Gun Club
Leland, NC (near Wilmington)
http://www.buccaneergunclub.org (DIRECTIONS TO CLUB)
60 round matches
3 banks of BB and 1 Bank half size (at meters)
2 banks of SB, 1 Bank of FP (at yards)
Cable/pneumatic target resets

We suggest you get hotel reservations early as this is a beach area and it is a long holiday weekend.

Holiday Inn Express – Leland, NC 910-383-3300
Best Western – Leland, NC 910-371-2858
On-site Camping $14.00/day water/electric hookup

OTHER INFORMATION:
Shooting Fees: 1st gun - $15.00, 2nd 3rd & 4th - $10.00 ea. 5th & up - $5.00 ea.
Lunch will be available to purchase daily - $5.00 per meal. Sandwiches, chips, etc.
Dinner will be provided Saturday evening – no charge

QUESTIONS
Contact Jeff Fountain – Match Director @ 910-620-2621
Match Results

**REGION 1**

**REGION 1 DIRECTOR**

Allan Olsen ………………………..908-756-4317

**STATE DIRECTORS**

CT State Director
Marty Regan ………………………..203-239-1878
MA State Director
Eric Wesson ………………………..413-267-3385
ME State Director
Rob Renton ………………………..207-729-0380
NH State Director
Roger Dryer ………………………..603-424-8062
NJ State Director
Allan Olsen ………………………..908-756-4317
NY State Director
Don Wadeleigh ……………………..518-747-8105
RI State Director
Gerald Morin ……………………….401-231-3067
VT State Director
Ed Cutler …………………………..802-463-9026

**REGION 2**

**REGION 2 DIRECTOR**

Allen Gaskin ……………………...601-624-2868
127 Kellingham Ct
Ridgegland, MS 39157

**STATE DIRECTORS**

AL State Director
Gordon Davis ……………………..251-452-2832
GA State Director
Howard Strickland
KY State Director
Greg Rhineheimer …………………..859-885-6502
LA State Director
Phillip Braud ……………………..225-644-6792
MD State Director
Michael Ornston ………………….410-796-2095
MS State Director
Glenn Dixon ………………………..601-833-1243
NC State Director
Ronny Brown ………………………828-241-4536
SC State Director
Carl Yates ………………………….803-671-0493
TN State Director
Robert Patty ………………………615-907-7368
VA State Director
Jerry Arnold ……………………..540-727-8434
WV State Director
Sammie L. Tate …………………..304-564-5234

**FIFTH SCALE:**

UASFS-AAA Rich Hawkins ANSI22 36
UASFS-AA Howard Strickland ANSI22 39
UFS-A Clay Mashburn TC22 23

**AIR PISTOL:**

P-A Dave Chaney Dasy 28
S-AAA Dave Chaney Dasy 26

**KENTUCKY**

Jackson Purchase Rifle and Pistol Club
Paducah, KY
9/28/2014
By Jerry Stringham

**Big Bore:**

R-INT Rich Hawkins FA357 36
S-AAA Mike Davis TC357 18
U-INT Harry Alder XP7BR 39
US-INT Rich Hawkins XP7BR 31
US-AAA Jerry Stringham XP30-21 25

**Field Pistol:**

PAS-AAA Sharon Alder TC30-20 16

**FIFTH SCALE:**

UASFS-AAA Rich Hawkins ANSI22 35

10/12/2014
By Jerry Stringham

**Big Bore:**

P-AAA John Howard M0A7BR 34
UAS-AAA John Howard XP7BR 40
US-AAA Darell Holcombe TC 30Reece 25
US-AAA Pete Wories XP7BR 20

**Field Pistol:**

P-INT Darell Holcombe TC22HORN 28
PAS-AAA Darell Holcombe TC30-20 25
PA-AAA Judy Stringham TC22Horn 16
PAS-B Kathy Howard TC22Horn 14

**FIFTH SCALE:**

UFS-AA Jerry Stringham ANSI22 14
UASFS-AAA Jerry Stringham ANSI22 33+2
UASFS-AA Kathy Howard ANSI22 25

Jackson Purchase Rifle and Pistol Club
Paducah, KY

**SOUTH CAROLINA**

Black Creek Gun Club
Patrick, South Carolina
BlackCreekGunClub.com
February 14, 2015
by Donald Camus

It was a cold day but Marty and Taylor had the cabin warm as toast from the fire that had been burning all night long. It was good that the sun was out the whole day or it may have been unbearable cold. Despite the cold, we had a good turnout, 7 shooters entered 13 guns. We hope to have a new club and IHMSA member in the near future as a new club member came out to see the match. He is considering a new Ruger Charger. Yes, they are back after being briefly dropped by Ruger. No matter what gun you have to shoot, it is always fun knocking down the steel targets.

Our target setters, Gunnar and Andrew (first timers) kept the match moving despite the cold but we were easy on them by not using the Big Bore targets. We hope to see everyone in the upcoming months. If you are reading this but have not been to Black Creek Gun Club, please stop by to shoot with us because . . . Shooting steel is better with friends.

**Field Pistol**

P-AAA Marty Cato TC22HOR 20

**Fifth Scale**

Taylor Byrum SAVV22LR 25

**FLORIDA**

Pensacola rifle and Pistol club
2/21/2015
By Harry Stover

**Field Pistol:**

P-INT Harry Stover BF357 25
PAS-AAA Gordon Davis TC:22Horn 28
PAS-AA Steve Broxson TC:22M 17
PAS-A Don Squires BF30-20 9

**Smallbore:**

S-AAA Manuel Cepeda FA22 7
UAS-AAA David Nuetzel TC22 39
US-AA Manuel Cepeda HAMM22 12
US-B Robert Bullock RUG22 3

**GEORGIA**

Jackson Purchase Rifle and Pistol Club
Paducah, KY
10/19/2014
By Lee Jackson

**Smallbore:**

P-AAA Jerry Stringham TC22 34
P-AAA John Howard TC22 21
S-AAA Jerry Stringham TC22 18
U-AAA Jerry Stringham TC22 39
UAS-INT Phil Owens TC22 40
U-AAA Darell Holcombe TC22 9
UAS-INT John Howard ANSI22 40
UAS-AA Pete Wories TC22 32
US-A Darell Holcombe TC22 16
US-B Pete Wories TC22 22

**SOUTH CAROLINA**

Black Creek Gun Club
Patrick, South Carolina
BlackCreekGunClub.com
February 14, 2015
by Donald Camus

It was a cold day but Marty and Taylor had the cabin warm as toast from the fire that had been burning all night long. It was good that the sun was out the whole day or it may have been unbearable cold. Despite the cold, we had a good turnout, 7 shooters entered 13 guns. We hope to have a new club and IHMSA member in the near future as a new club member came out to see the match. He is considering a new Ruger Charger. Yes, they are back after being briefly dropped by Ruger. No matter what gun you have to shoot, it is always fun knocking down the steel targets.

Our target setters, Gunnar and Andrew (first timers) kept the match moving despite the cold but we were easy on them by not using the Big Bore targets. We hope to see everyone in the upcoming months. If you are reading this but have not been to Black Creek Gun Club, please stop by to shoot with us because . . . Shooting steel is better with friends.

**Field Pistol**

P-AAA Marty Cato TC22HOR 20

**Fifth Scale**

Taylor Byrum SAVV22LR 25

**Small Bore**

P-AAA Marty Cato BNG22LR 32
R-C Larry Elrod DW22LR 12
UAS-INT Henry Auman BNG22LR 28
UAS-AAA Jeffery SAVV22LR 31
UAS-AA James Bullis RUG22LR 35

**Practical Hunter:**

SC-AA Larry Elrod TC22HOR 28
**Region 3**
Brian Gildea………………………………614-218-3556
138 N. Hamilton RE
Gahanna, OH 43230

**State Directors**
IN State Director
Ron Rogers ………………………812-466-6338
MI State Director
Jeff Hunt ………………………629-388-4684
OH State Director
Mark Basham …………………614-799-0643
Ontario Provincial Director
Peter Durrant ……………..905-876-1313
PA State Director
Rowland Smith …………………215-638-8172

**Deputy State Directors**
IN Deputy State Director
Richard Lasheuska………219-393-3338
MI Deputy State Directors
Steve Byers …………………517-722-9206
Bill Clark …………………616-578-3178

**Region 4**
Jim Fields……………………………405-203-1268
5612 NW 58th Terrace
Oklahoma City, OK 73122

**State Directors**
AR State Director
John Gray……………………………501-745-6835
KS State Director
Robert T. Cary………………………………785-841-2918
MO State Director
Caroll Plaut…………………………..660-547-269
NM State Director
Joe Tesner …………………505-672-3568
OK State Director
Jim Fields……………………………405-721-2186
TX State Director
Steve Jones……………………………956-355-5455

**Kansas**
Atwood, KS
Rawlins Co. Sportsman Assn.
5/18/2014

**Big Bore**
R-AAA Allan Pritchard FA44 32
R-AA Jim Mooney FA357 28
U-AAA Travis Carroll XP6.5BR 40
U-AA Curtis Larshus XP708 30
UAS-INT Allan Pritchard TC3030 39
UAS-AA Allan Pritchard TC35 39

**Smallbore**
P-C Linda Lanning SW22 13
S-C Linda Lanning SW22 6
UAS-INT Jim Mooney TC22 37
UAS-AA Jeffrey Bell ANS23 33

**Field PISTOL**
UASHS-AAA Tom Carroll 6.5BR 27
UASHS-AA Tim Colgan XP6.8SPC 29

**Field PISTOL**
P-A Jonathan Knerl TC357 13
P-B Bill Lanning RUG38 8

8/6/2014

**Big Bore**
R-AA Jim Mooney FA357 31
R-A Ron Krubak Rug44 12
R-B Garland Baker DW357 7
U-A Jonathan Knerl Wich7 26
S-AAA Bill Lanning TC357 9
UAS-INT Jean Stapel XP7BR 40
UAS-AA Tim Colgan Wich308 38

**Smallbore**
U-?? Ron Krubak ANS22 26
S-C Linda Lanning SW22 12
R-AA Allan Pritchard FA22 29
UAS-INT Jim Mooney TC22 39
UAS-AA Allan Pritchard TC22 39
Jami Knerl GLOCK 6

**Half Scale**
UHS-AAA Tom Carroll 6.5BR 26
UASHS-AA Tim Colgan XP6.8SPC 36
UASHS-AA Tom Carroll XP6TCU 34

7/13/2014

**Big Bore**
R-AA Jim Mooney FA357 29
R-B Garland Baker DW357 8
U-A Jonathan Knerl Wich7 25
S-AAA Tom Carroll TC357 17
UAS-INT Jonathan Knerl TC3030 39
UAS-AA Tim Colgan Wich308 38

**Smallbore**
U-?? Linda Lanning ANS22 25
P-A Ron Krubak Rug22 19
P-C Garland Baker Rug22 6
R-?? Tim Colgan FA22 20
UAS-INT Jim Hughbanks XL22 39
UAS-AA Allan Pritchard TC22 39

**Field PISTOL**
P-A Jonathan Knerl TC357 17

**Fifth Scale**
UFS-?? Linda Lanning ANS22 20
UFSAS-AAA Tim Colgan ANS22 36
UFS-AAA Allan Pritchard TC22 25

**Bordello**
Tom Carroll SW45ACP 26
Tim Colgan DW357 18
Jim Mooney Glock40 15
Linda Lanning RUG38 12

8/17/2014

**Big Bore**
R-INT Tom Carroll FA357 34
U-A Jonathan Knerl Wich7 33
UAS-INT Tom Carroll XP7BR 40
UAS-AA Tim Colgan Wich308 40

**Smallbore**
U-AA Linda Lanning ANS22 32
U-A Ron Krubak ANS22 31
P-AA Curt Larshus FA22 32
R-AAA Allan Pritchard FA22 33
UAS-INT Jim Hughbanks XL22 36

**Half Scale**
UHS-AAA Tom Carroll 6.5BR 26
UASHS-AAA Tim Colgan XP6.8SPC 36
UASHS-AA Tom Carroll XP6TCU 34

**Field PISTOL**
P-INT Bill Lanning RUG38 9
U-AAA Jonathan Knerl TC357 17

**Fifth Scale**
UFS-AAA Tim Colgan ANS22 20
UFS-AAA Allan Pritchard TC22 25

**Bordello**
Tom Carroll SW45ACP 26
Tim Colgan DW357 18
Jim Mooney Glock40 15
Linda Lanning RUG38 12
Jami Knerl GLOCK 6

9/14/2014

**Big Bore**
R-AAA Allan Pritchard FA44 34
R-AA Jim Mooney FA44 30
R-B Garland Baker DW357 7
P-A Garland Baker BFGates 2
U-INT Curt Larshus 37
U-AAA Tim Colgan Wich308 40
S-AAA Tom Carroll TC3030 39
U-AAA Tim Colgan TC3030 39
We had a total of 42 entries for our November match. Not a bad turn-out for the last match of 2014 and the weather wasn’t bad for this time of year on Oklahoma. A little windy but again not cold. There were a total of 5 40’s shot in this match, Ryan Schuff, 1 in USA-INT SB, John Blue 2, 1 in USA-INT SB and 1 in USAFS-INT, Woody Liddell 1 in UHS-INT and Steven Crews 1 in U-AAA-BB. Congratulations Steven, Great shooting as that was an open sight BB gun. Ryan Schuff and John Blue tied in USA-INT SB and John won on a coin toss. Thanks to our out of states which included Harry and Sharon Alder from the great state of Missouri, Also Jerry and Judy Stringham all the way from Illinois and that my friends is a Long drive. We appreciate you very much. Thanks to everyone who helped with our match, you are appreciated and especially our target setters. May all your feeders need corn and all your trail cameras SD cards be full this coming season.

**BIGBORE:**

- **P-INT** Harry Alder 35
- **P-AAA** Jerry Stringham XL32M 34
- **S-INT** John Frizzell TC357 10
- **U-AAA** Steven Crews XP223I 40
- **U-AA** Judy Stringham TC 17

**Smallbore:**

- **P-INT** Scott Thompson BRN 27
- **P-AAA** Jerry Stringham TC22 39
- **U-INT** Brian Nichelson MARLIN 23
- **U-AAA** Shelford 18
- **U-INT** John Blue ANS22 38
- **S-AA** Steven Crews ANS22 36

**FIFTH SCALE:**

- **UHS-INT** Woody Liddell XP 36
- **UASHS-INT** Gary Crews XP6TCU 35
- **UASHS-INT** Gary Crews XP223I 39
- **UASHS-INT** Woody Liddell XP221FB 39

**FIELD PISTOL:**

- **P-AAA** Rusty Gould TC23-20 28

**NEW MEXICO**

**OKLAHOMA**

**TEXAS**

**OKC Gun Club**

By Jim Fields

We had a total of 42 entries for our November match. Not a bad turn-out for the last match of 2014 and the weather wasn’t bad for this time of year on Oklahoma. A little windy but again not cold. There were a total of 5 40’s shot in this match, Ryan Schuff, 1 in USA-INT SB, John Blue 2, 1 in USA-INT SB and 1 in USAFS-INT, Woody Liddell 1 in UHS-INT and Steven Crews 1 in U-AAA-BB. Congratulations Steven, Great shooting as that was an open sight BB gun. Ryan Schuff and John Blue tied in USA-INT SB and John won on a coin toss. Thanks to our out of states which included Harry and Sharon Alder from the great state of Missouri, Also Jerry and Judy Stringham all the way from Illinois and that my friends is a Long drive. We appreciate you very much. Thanks to everyone who helped with our match, you are appreciated and especially our target setters. May all your feeders need corn and all your trail cameras SD cards be full this coming season.

**BIGBORE:**

- **P-INT** Harry Alder 35
- **P-AAA** Jerry Stringham XL32M 34
- **S-INT** John Frizzell TC357 10
- **U-AAA** Steven Crews XP223I 40
- **U-AA** Judy Stringham TC 17

**Smallbore:**

- **P-INT** Scott Thompson BRN 27
- **P-AAA** Jerry Stringham TC22 39
- **U-INT** Brian Nichelson MARLIN 23
- **U-AAA** Shelford 18
- **U-INT** John Blue ANS22 38
- **S-AA** Steven Crews ANS22 36

**FIFTH SCALE:**

- **UHS-INT** Woody Liddell XP 36
- **UASHS-INT** Gary Crews XP6TCU 35
- **UASHS-INT** Gary Crews XP223I 39
- **UASHS-INT** Woody Liddell XP221FB 39

**FIELD PISTOL:**

- **P-AAA** Rusty Gould TC23-20 28

**UASHS-AAA** Sean Murray XP6BR 35

**FIFTH SCALE:**

- **UASFS-INT** John Blue ANS22 40+8
- **UASHS-AAA** Steven Crews ANS22 33

**FIELD PISTOL:**

- **P-AAA** Sean Murray TC22 17

**AIR PISTOL:**

- **P-INT** Woody Liddell Crossman 40
- **S-AAA** Woody Liddell Crossman 26
- **U-INT** Woody Liddell Crossman 40
- **UAS-INT** Larry Curts 46M 40+10
- **US-INT** Jim Fields Morini 40
- **US-INT** Jim Fields Morini 33
- **High Senior:** Larry Curts 40+10

**BIGBORE:**

- **P-INT** Terry Batts FA7BR 24
- **U-INT** Ken Carey Xp71 32
- **R-INT** Terry Batts FA41M 29
- **S-AAA** Steve Mesker XPT7CU 37
- **U-AAA** Ken Carey XP7BR 40
- **US-AA** Doug Childs TC32-20 31
- **US-A** Dennis Profit TC32-20 11

**Smallbore:**

- **P-AAA** Randy Parker BRN 27
- **P-UNC** Jace Carey RUG 14
- **S-AA** Randy Parker BF22 8

**FIELD PISTOL:**

- **P-AAA** Randy Parker BF22 11
- **PAS-AAA** Steve Mesker TC22HORN 27
- **PAS-AAA** Dennis Profit TC22 22

**NRA cowboy lever action rifle:**

**Bigbore:**

- **AAA** Emmett Dibble MAR320 33
- **AA** Brian Nichols MAR3855 25

**SMALLBORE:**

- **AAA** Emmett Dibble MARLIN 30
- **AA** Brian Nichols MARLIN 23
- **A** Randy Parker MARLIN 21

**PISTOL CARTRIDGE:**

- **AAA** Emmett Dibble MAR22 28
- **3-GUN AGG** Emmett Dibble 91

**2-GUN AGG** Emmett Dibble 63

**3-GUN AGG** Emmett Dibble 91

1/1/2015

**BIGBORE:**

- **P-INT** Terry Batts FA7BR 27
- **U-INT** Terry Batts RPM30LS 32
- **R-A** Wayne Nilsen S&W357 9
- **US-AA** Wayne Nilsen TC35Rem 24

**Smallbore:**

- **P-AAA** Randy Parker BRN 25
- **S-AA** Randy Parker BF22 14

**FIELD PISTOL:**

- **P-AAA** Randy Parker BF22 15
- **PAS-AAA** Wayne Nilsen TC22HORN 23

**NRA cowboy lever action rifle:**

**Bigbore:**

- **AAA** Dennis Profit MAR3030 33
- **AA** Brian Nichols MAR3855 33

**SMALLBORE:**

- **AAA** Garrett Steiger MARLIN 32
- **AA** Randy Parker MARLIN 23

**PISTOL CARTRIDGE:**

- **AAA** Dennis Profit MAR357M 31

**2-GUN AGG** Dennis Profit 69

**3-GUN AGG** Dennis Profit 90
February 21, 2015
You have heard about the drought in Texas. Well, I think we are in pretty good shape now. The winter has been both cold and wet. Today was wet! It started to rain after the match started, and sort of came and went throughout the day. Years back (younger years), we would shoot a match no matter what the weather. Now that I’m older and smarter, I have realized that it isn’t much fun to shoot in the rain. Anyway, we shot in the rain and the mud.

When you go home after these matches, you got to clean, dry, and oil everything. Your shooting box has to be dumped-out and dried, and the pages of your sight setting book are all crinkled when they dry. Besides, momma won’t let you in the house with all that mud. Oh well… The lever action rifle shooters sort of dominated, and actually shot some good scores. Dennis Proffitt shot a 31 in Big Bore and a 33 in Pistol Cartridge. John Stonecipher shot a 59. Two new shooters sort of came and went throughout the day. Years back started to rain after the match started, and sort of cooled us down. I think we had a first, We had a shoot-off in Bordello. I would like to thank all that helped tear down the site.

Regional Drought:

2014 was our first match held at the Minnesota Water Gun, and the second match held at the Minnesota Water Gun. It was a good day. It was a good day. It was a good day.

S-B Ashley Franklin Crossman 6
S-INT Steve Martens Steyr 39
U-AAA Mike Dougherty Steyr 39
U-AAA Mike Dougherty Steyr 40
US-INT John Richards IZH 46M 35
USIS-INT John Richards Pardini 35

STANDING AGGREGATE:
Steve Martens 64

11/29/2014

AIR PISTOL:
P-INT Steve Martens Crossman 40+4
P-AAA Mike Dougherty Crossman 40
P-AAA Jay Deross Crossman 29
P-AAA Mike Dougherty Crossman 34+6
S-INT John Richards Crossman 34+2
S-INT Mike Dougherty Crossman 20
U-INT Steve Martens Steyr 40
U-AAA Mike Dougherty Steyr 40
US-INT John Richards IZH 46M 36
USIS-INT John Richards Pardini 35

STANDING AGGREGATE:
A.J. Richards 58

12/13/2014

AIR PISTOL:
P-INT Dan Harder Crossman 40+6
P-AAA Mike Dougherty Crossman 40+4
S-INT John Richards Crossman 31
S-INT Mike Dougherty Crossman 9
U-INT Steve Martens Steyr 40+12
U-AAA Mike Dougherty Crossman 40+10
US-INT John Richards IZH 46M 40
USIS-INT John Richards IZH 46M 36
USIS-AAA John Richards Pardini 30

STANDING AGGREGATE:
John Richards 76

12/27/2014

AIR PISTOL:
P-INT Dan Harder Crossman 40+6
P-AAA Mike Dougherty Crossman 40+4
S-INT John Richards Crossman 31
S-AAA Mike Dougherty Crossman 28
U-INT Dan Harder IZH 46M 40
U-AAA Mike Dougherty Steyr 36
U-INT Steve Martens Steyr 40+18
U-INT Ken LaCroix Morini 40+15
US-INT John Richards IZH 46M 40
US-INT John Richards IZH 46M 37
USIS-INT John Richards Pardini 36

STANDING AGGREGATE:
John Richards 76
Cecil Gun Club
Cecil, WI
10/11/2014
By Joe Lipp

This Match report is for October 11th at the Cecil Gun club. A little chilly but the sun came out and it ended up being a beautiful day. We had a total of 15 BHMSA entries. Thanks everyone for showing up. No 40’s for the match but a lot of nice scores were turned in. Paul Frank fired a 29 in FP prod and a 34 in FP PAS for a total of 63 to make it into the 60 club! Nice Shooting Paul. I would say at this point we have our targets performing real good and the people doing the setup are getting more proficient. Lunch was great thanks to my Wife Karri, who also did the registration. BIG HELP! This was the last silhouette match in Wisconsin for 2014, I really do not know where the summer went. A big thanks to Jack Peterson, Dennis Pyan, Paul Franklin Sutliff, the Hagen’s, Jon Baker, The Mpls/St. Paul, using cheap gas to boot! Thanks to all pile into one car and enjoy the ride down from the new year. The roads were good for the MN gang and the sun to shine on our first Air Pistol match of the year. We got the weather to cooperate, warming up a little ending up being a beautiful day. We had a total of 15 BHMSA entries. Thanks everyone for showing up. No 40’s for the match but a lot of nice scores were turned in. Paul Frank fired a 29 in FP prod and a 34 in FP PAS for a total of 63 to make it into the 60 club! Nice Shooting Paul. I would say at this point we have our targets performing real good and the people doing the setup are getting more proficient. Lunch was great thanks to my Wife Karri, who also did the registration. BIG HELP! This was the last silhouette match in Wisconsin for 2014, I really do not know where the summer went. A big thanks to Jack Peterson, Dennis Pyan, Paul Franklin Sutliff, the Hagen’s, Jon Baker, The Bungs and Greg Janke for help set up/tear down of Frank Martin Sutliff, the Hagen’s, Jon Baker, The A big thanks to Jack Peterson, Dennis Pyan, Paul Franklin Sutliff, the Hagen’s, Jon Baker, The A big thanks to Jack Peterson, Dennis Pyan, Paul Franklin Sutliff, the Hagen’s, Jon Baker, The A big thanks to Jack Peterson, Dennis Pyan, Paul Franklin Sutliff, the Hagen’s, Jon Baker, The
LASC Match Report  
February 14 & 15, 2015  
By Jim Harris

Wow! A great little-big match in the middle of winter! If this becomes the norm (out-of-towners and locals turning out in force), we’ll need a name for the affair. “Feb-Stravaganza”?

Great to have Dave and Patsy Silva, along with Eric King, John and Judy Zumwall, Dan Hagerty (new IHMSA News Editor!), David and Luba Lehman, and all the way from Susanville – Bill Feierabend! Joining the festivities, Dave Silva helped orchestrate the Saturday feed as well. Lots of help dono t make, a great little-big match. (Maybe, “The Little February Match That COULD!”?)

Once again we owe a debt of gratitude to Jerry JR Ray for being match director, along with help from Joe Moore, Mike Dewey, Jerry Napier and Lee Markham (I’m probably missing someone) all contributing to keeping the match running and things moving. And a special shout-out to James Henry for being the reliable behind-the-line glue that keeps the match moving.

And while I’m thanking, how about Ramon, Joe, and all the great Young Marins for their efforts at line safety, line-calling, and target setting? Great, great job folks! Special congrats to Eric King for his open sight 40 in ½ Scale against the scoped guns in Unlimited Any Sight – this is the first IHMSA perfect open sight 40 of the year for ½ Scale.

Steve Hannawacker joined both the Big Bore and Smallbore IHMSA Records programs for 2015 with his great aggregates. In Smallbore, he shot a Production 40, Revolver 39, and Standing 26 for a 3-gun record of 105x120. Big Bore saw him shoot Production 40, Revolver 40, Standing 32, and Unlimited 39 for 3-Gun record of 112x120, and 4-gun record of 151x160.

Congratulations to Richard “Budlong” Mishler for winning the Big Bore match with his 40+9 Unlimited score. Great to see Rick back flexing his shooting skills.

Steve Hannawacker took the high score/match winner in Smallbore with a Production 40+2 in Production. Boris Sorkin had the high rifle score with his 37. Looking forward to seeing everyone at the March match!

Big Bore Match Winner – Richard Mishler Small Bore Match Winner – Steve Hannawacker Top Rifle Shooter – Boris Sorkin

Big Bore
Production – Int
Val Shaver TC 6.5TCU 40+2
Steve Hannawacker XL7Mer 40+0
John Zumwall BF 7US 39
Ted Matthies TC 6.5TCU 38
Dan Hagerty TC 7TCU 25 DNF

Revolver – Int
Steve Hannawacker FA 357 40+3
Dan Hagerty FA 44 39
John Zumwall FA 41 34

Standing – Int
AA
William Brooker DW 357SM 21

Unlimited – Int
AA
Steve Hannawacker XL 270Max 32
Dan Hagerty TC 357 7 DNF

Richard Mishler XP 6BR 40+9
Jerry Ray XP 6.5x39 40+2
Val Shaver XP 22PPC 40+1
John Zumwall XP 6.5PPC 40+0
Jim Harris XP 7BR 39 CB

Dennis Edwards XP 6.5BR 39 CB
Steve Hannawacker XP 7BR 39
Ted Matthies TC 6.5TCU 31

AAA
Jerry Napier XP 7BR 39
Al Roberts XP 7HR 38

A
Neil Black XP 6BR 35

Unlimited Any Sight – Int
Robert Lopez XP 7BR 40+3
¾ Scale Open Sight – Int
Jim Harris XP 22PPC 39
Eric King XP 22PPC 37
Dan Hagerty XP 6.5BR 36

1/2 Scale UAS – Int
Eric King XP 22PPC 40+4

AAA
Lee Markham XP 7BR 27

Al Roberts XP 7BR 33

Practical Hunter – Long Course – Int
Val Shaver TC 30C 39

Practical Hunter Short Course – AAA
Jerry Napier TC 7TCU 38

AA
David Lehman FA 357 20

Smallbore
Production – Int
Steve Hannawacker XL 40+2
Eric King XL 30

Revolver – Int
Steve Hannawacker FA 39
Dan Hagerty FA 37

Standing – Int
Steve Hannawacker XL 26

Eric King TC 23

Unlimited – Int
Jerry Ray Ans 39 (last ram!)
David Silva Ans 37

AAA
Jerry Napier Ans 39
Bill Wright TC 35

Unlimited Any Sight – Int
David Silva Ans 40

Unlimited Standing – AA
Alan Miyamoto TC 16

1/5 Scale Open Sight – Int
Eric King XP 35
David Silva Ans 32

1/5 Scale UAS – Int
David Silva Ans 40

AAA
Lee Markham Ans 36

Practical Hunter -- Smallbore – Int
Lee Markham TC 39

AAA
Jerry Napier TC 39

Hunter’s/Field Pistol Open Sight – AAA
John Zumwall TC 22H 20
Alan Miyamoto TC 22H 19
Joel Mosher TC 9mm 16 CB

Hunter’s/Field Pistol Scoped – AAA
John Zumwall TC 22H 24
David Lehman XL 357 19

Rifle
Cast Bullet Rifle Open Sight
Bill Feierabend TC 38-55 26

Cast Bullet Rifle ½ Size
Bill Feierabend Maus 9.51x55 14

Cowboy Lever Action
Craig Trask Win 30-30 30
Jeff Erickson Win 30-30 27
Klaus Abachms ?

Ted White Win 30 WCF 18

By Paul Habig

I don’t want to cast aspersions on anyone’s sanity (or lack There of) but of the 7 or so Sin City shooters who showed up for this match only one was brave (foolish?) enough to actually shoot! Pete Hofman stepped to the line on a cold (by our standards) and windy (by anyone’s standard) day and shot a very nice UAS 38. No one else saw it of course, because they were all huddled in the Stat house trying to keep warm. I don’t know what happened in there and I won’t ask… What happens in Vegas, Baby… You know.

Smallbore:
UAS-INT Pete Hofman TC22 38

Region 7

Joe Cullison…………………………..541-317-8801 28988 Berlin Rd.
Sweet Home, OR 97386

STATE DIRECTORS
AB Provincial Director
Allan Wagner ……………………………..780-469-3940
AK State Director
CA State Director
MT State Director
Glen Kapitzke…………………………..406-232-3232

S-???          Gene Grant                                    20

AIR PISTOL:
S-???          Gene Grant                                    20
U-???          Rick Davis                                    39
US-???          Gene Grant                                    19
UAS-???        Rick Davis                                    40
UAS-???        Gene Grant                                    38

2/15/2015

The match was held in Modesto Rifle club’s heated indoor pistol range next to the main meeting room. The pistol Range is for shooting pistols and the meeting room is for shooting the bull. John Sears brought 2 new automatic carry pistols that he had just bought that everyone got a chance to fondle.

AIRC PISTOL:
S-???          Gene Grant                                    16
U-???          Rick Davis                                    39
US-???          Gene Grant                                    22
UAS-???        Gene Grant                                    25
UAS-???        Rick Davis                                    40
UAS-???        Gene Grant                                    38
USIS-???       Martin Startman                               27
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Small Bore/Field Pistol Match Report
19 Turkeys, Match Director
February 8, 2015

HEADLINE: A new world record was set today. Joe Cullison shot his first Revolver 40. That score combined with his Standing, Production & Unlimited scores put him in the record books. Research indicates that Steve Hannawacker held the Small Bore 3 and 4 gun aggregates of 116 and 153. (Lon Pennington also shot a 4 gun 153.) Joe’s scores tied the 3 gun and set a new 4 gun aggregate record. Congratulations Joe!

& the rest of the results are:

Doug Hockinson shot a great FP-P score of 19 with his S&W to take that title. Ron Sprafkin had a super day in FP-PAS & SB-US taking both those titles.

The other half of Team Medford, Dave Healy, tied Charlie Dean in SB-UAS but Charlie took the title by reverse animal count. Team Medford certainly took home some bragging rights today.

Dave Whitman took the FP-PAS and UFS titles as well as High Senior. Rich Burket joined us with his Remington target rifle.

Both Tamera Lee and Marla Smart had a great day. Tamera more than doubled her last SB-UAS score shooting her first 30. Marla was High Lady.

Thanks to Dave, Paul, Charlie, and Joe for helping to set up and tear down the range!

FP - Standings

P

INT

David Whitman

S&W: 357 Mag.

38

PAS

David Whitman

Merrill: 32 H&R Mag.

29

AAA

Ron Sprafkin

T/C: 32 H&R Mag.

35

Paul Hoadley

T/C: 25-20

26

Charlie Dean

T/C: 22 Hornet

24

FS - Standings

FS

AAA

David Whitman

Anschutz: 22 LR

36

Steve Ware

Anschutz: 22 LR

32

Rifle - Standings

Rich Burket

Remington 513T: 22 LR

26

SB - Standings

BB

INT

Joe Cullison

T/C: 7 TC/U

40+1

AAA

Doug Hockinson

T/C: 7 TC/U

24

INT

Joe Cullison

FA: 41 Mag.

40+1

Charlie Dean

FA: 357 Mag.

38

David Whitman

FA: 357 Mag.

28

AA

Doug Hockinson

Ruger: 357 Mag.

22

INT

Joe Cullison

T/C: 300 Whisper

29

BB - Standings

A

Doug Hockinson

T/C: 7 TC/U

15

INT

Tyler Abel

Ramp: 6 BR

40+4

Mike Abel

XP: 100: 6.5 BR

40+1

JCSA Pistol Silhouette Club
Grants Pass, OR
19 Turkeys, Match Director
February 15, 2015

We could not believe all the 40’s shot and the duration of the shoot-offs! In fact, I believe that going 5 relays must be some kind of a record!

Joe Cullison had an excellent day shooting 40’s in Production & Revolver, winning the Standing and Unlimited Standing disciplines, and shooting into the Big Bore 3 & 4 Gun Aggregate clubs.

Rick Redd and Tyler (son) & Mike (father) were all tied in Unlimited with 40’s. Son Tyler rose to the top hitting 4x5 of the half scale shoot-off’s to Rick & Mike’s 1 each. Rick & Mike decided to not shoot off that tie. Rick took the UAS title also.

On the Half-Scale side of things, Charlie Dean, Rick & Mike were all tied with 40’s. After the second round of shoot-off’s Rick was out with 8 and Mike & Charlie were tied at each 3. Three relays later, Charlie had a broken extractor and his last 2 rounds were tight fitting. He was concerned with that double trouble issue and pulled out, and Mike went on to win it 23x25 targets. Everyone enjoyed the excellent marksmanship of all involved!

Thanks to Charlie, Dave, Paul, Tyler, and Mike for helping to set up and tear down the range!
We had 7 shooters this month put 18 guns across the line. Glad to see a couple of our regulars back. We also had one new shooter this month. Steve Bishop brought his nephew over from Yakima to let him catch the silhouette bug.

Weather was off and on rain but at time it rained so hard visibility on the turkeys and rams was almost non existent. That downpour was short lived and the rain was much lighter for the remainder of the match. On to the results of the match.


We had 7 shooters this month put 18 guns across the line. Glad to see a couple of our regulars back. We also had one new shooter this month. Steve Bishop brought his nephew over from Yakima to let him catch the silhouette bug.

Weather was off and on rain but at time it rained so hard visibility on the turkeys and rams was almost non existent. That downpour was short lived and the rain was much lighter for the remainder of the match. On to the results of the match.


In Field Pistol Dave Chalfant posted a very nice P-AA, 25 giving him a leg into AAA.

Once again our target setters did a fantastic job. Thanks to all who stayed to help pick up targets after the match. Until next time shoot straight and be safe.

**Match Publication Policy**

As we continually have new directors following, is the IHMSA News policy on publication of stat, regional, and “specialty” matches notices and results. Any IHMSA sanctioned club in good standing may publish a notice of their club's state or regional championship match at no charge for three months. State match notices are limited to 2 1/4 “x5”. Regional match notices are limited to 4 3/4”x6”. A club is holding a “specialty” match and that match does not replace one of these championships, the IHMSA News will publish a 2 1/4”x5” notice at no charge one time. These notices will run in Section B only. The club may publish additional notices of the same size for $45 per issue. Ads must be prepaid before publication. All payments are to be sent to IHMSA HQ, P.O. Box 22556, Cheyenne, WY 82003. The club may specify whether the paid notice is published in Section A or B.

State match results can list both first and second place finishes. Regional match results can list first, second, and third place finishes. “Specialty” matches replacing a state championship may publish first and second place finishes. “Specialty” matches replacing a regional championship may publish first, second, and third place finishes. All other match results wherein the total number of handgun silhouette entries exceeds 11 (including all IHMSA NRA & non-member guests) can list only the first place finish. Matches with less than 11 total handgun entries as defined above can list all IHMSA handgun entrants and their place. Regardless of the above, all 40’s, 60’s, and 80’s (depending on the number of rounds fired at the match) can be published from ANY IMGA match.

An IHMSA club holding a dual sanctioned (IHMSA/NRA) match may submit a match report for publication in the IHMSA News containing both IHMSA and NRA results. The number of published NRA results may not exceed the number of published IHMSA results. Publication is limited to IHMSA sanctioned handgun disciplines only.

Please address any questions concerning this policy to your Regional Director.
Arrangements have been made with Ron Cottriell, President of Angeles Shooting ranges to receive ammo from people flying in to the World Championships. Ammo can be shipped to the following address:

**Angeles Shooting Ranges**
C/O Ron Cottriell
12651 N. Little Tujunga Canyon Road
Lake View Terrace, CA 91342

Make sure you indicate on the outside of the box that this is for the IHMSA World Championships.

Also, Sales of firearms from Gun shops to Non-Residents are not allowed in the state of California. Private party sales will be discussed later as these laws are changing due to a federal court ruling and I need to do more research.

The 2015 world Championships will be hosted by the Los Angeles Silhouette club in San Fernando, CA. Dates will be July 10-17 2015.

The area has a lot of family entertainment.

Weather will run from mild to hot (max temps in the 90’s) and with low humidity. Range has limited camping facilities with hookups for recreational vehicles.

More information will be available in later issues of the IHMSA news.

We are also planning to hold a 500 meter match at Avenal Gun Club which is about 170 miles north of LASC. Dates will most likely be July 7-8 2015. For more information, you can email Eric King at therose7@earthlink.net

We hope you can make it to the world championships!

---

## Hotels for Pasadena, CA – IHMSA Internationals

These rates are for the dates of arrival 7-10-15 and departing 7-18-15.

**Best Western Pasadena Inn**
3570 E Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107
Tel: 626.706.9100

**Holiday Inn Express**
3500 E. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107
Tel: 626.792.1363

**Howard Johnson Pasadena**
1599 E Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91106
Tel: 626.304.9678

Rates: TBD (waiting for manager call back to guarantee rates)

---

## Registration Form

**2015 IHMSA World Championship**

**Send mail entries to:**

IHMSA World Championship

% Kien LaCrotz

12800 Sunny Slope Dr.
Maple Grove, MN 55311

### PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!

**Last Name:**

**First Name:**

**Junior**

**Lady**

**Physically Challenged**

**Sponsor**

**City:**

**State:**

**Country:**

**Postal Code:**

**Day Phone:**

**Night Phone:**

---

### BM BORE / IMALL BORE / AIR PISTOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>GUN CLASS</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>GUN CLASS</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>GUN CLASS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>PH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HALF FAZE / FIFTH SCALE / FIELD PISTOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>GUN CLASS</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>GUN CLASS</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>GUN CLASS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>PAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ENTRY FEES:**

- **$325/GUN**
- **$150/JUNIOR ENTRIES: $150/GUN OR FREE WITH EACH PAID ADULT ENTRY.**

**TAXES: $12.00 entry fee for each team member. Please list team members.**

**$**

### Country:

**Member**

**Member**

**Member**

**Member**

### Benefactor Tickets:

- **$17.50 per Adult**
- **$17.50 per Child (15 and under)**

**$**

### Team Fees:

**$25.00 per Gun**

**$50.00 per Registration (per shooter, adult & junior)**

**$**

### Benefactor Tickets:

**$**

---

**39th Los Angeles Silhouette Club**

---
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